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i have a compaq f500 with a 24 pin dot matrix. i was able to get it working with this driver. when you say 'poorly', do you mean that it prints in poor quality or that it
doesn't work with your printer at all? i know that it's possible to get a epson to work with this driver. the way to do it is to go to the following url: that looks like the
driver from the link above. you can look at the other drivers in that page too. in any case, if the driver you are using does not work, you can install the driver from the
openprinting site and try that. i doubt that it will work, but it's worth a try. i have seen people get very good results with the openprinting driver for various printers. 4.
(optional) open an app. you can use foxit reader or even openoffice writer. in this example i used foxit reader. click on the 'file' menu item and select 'open'. navigate
to where you downloaded the tar file and select it. some printers do have their own drivers and one of the best ways to get them to work with your computer is to use
a windows update. the drivers that are loaded are selected by the computer so if you have a printer driver that isn't installed you can install it. the printer drivers are
downloaded from the manufacturers site (which may have a download that is not a driver) and installed via a simple windows update. this works best for the windows
versions of the drivers. on some windows versions you can use the simple driver framework. this is available for a free download and has to be installed. i'm working
on a project with the intent to use one of these printers and am having a bit of an issue. the documentation has me very confused. i have been told the 24 pin (pmpc)
is the same as 24 pin dot matrix and that we need to use the 24 pin dot matrix driver but the site has all the pmpc and 24 pin dot matrix print drivers available. is this
correct?
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ok, i'm going to post my findings. they are generally the same. first, the specific print driver from your printer manufacturer is not necessary for the printer to
work.second, all the drivers that the hp software suggests for hp laserjets are either for windows xp or for windows vista. it makes no sense that they would suggest
them for windows 10, which is supported for two years, and then suggest windows 8 for one year. i have not tried windows 7.if you look at hp's website for the printer,
you will see the drivers are a listed as 'downloadable for windows 8.1 and later.' does that mean windows 8.1 is not supported for one year? is that a problem with
hp?third, when you downloaded the printer drivers, did you put them on the desktop or in the 'downloads' folder? if you put them on the desktop, you should be able
to find them when you open the folder by right-clicking on the desktop, and selecting 'explore.'fourth, when you run the hp drivers, you need to have the hp printer
driver listed in the add printer window.fifth, once you have downloaded and installed the hp driver, then you need to run it, then you need to find the printer on the
add printer window and then enter the driver info.sixth, use the usb port. i had the lpt1 port connected and it never worked. i switched to the usb port and it worked.
finally, i have a dell optiplex 780 with an hp laserjet p1102w as my 'print driver.' i have used both the hp and dell drivers and they both work fine. the main difference
is that i am using a usb connection and not a serial port connection. i also have an hp scanner. so far, i have tried both drivers on both the scanner and the printer. i
have not yet tried the dell drivers for the scanner. 5ec8ef588b
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